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Abstract. This paper presents a modelling framework for an idealised
system of foraging ants, using Higher-Order Logic (HOL) and imple-
mented in the HOL Light proof assistant. Exploiting the expressive ca-
pabilities of HOL, we create a detailed, principled model that describes
individual ant behaviours to explore long-term dynamics and formally
verify the emergent property of the colony we are interested in, namely
shortest path finding.
Using HOL Light guarantees rigorous verification of the model, also con-
firming the simulation accuracy. We present our results as highlights
for the potential of formal computer mathematics in studying complex
adaptive systems. By merging formal methods with complex systems sci-
ence, we aim to explore emergent behaviours in biological and artificial
systems with mathematical precision and reliability.

Keywords: Logical verification · Pathfinding ants · HOL Light · Emer-
gent behaviours · Agent-based modelling · Formal methods

1 Introduction

A colony of ants at work captures the interest of observers of any age. What fas-
cinates us is a certain level of order and regularity, almost a method or deliberate
coordination, which progressively emerges automatically from the seemingly dis-
ordered bustle that initially grabs our primate attention.

As human beings with scientific backgrounds, some call this order the self-

organisation of a distributed natural system, and ponder the principles underly-
ing such a phenomenon.

The behaviour of an individual ant appears simple, and myrmecology con-
firms it to be purely instinctive, without the mediation of any form of reasoning.
Indeed, we know that ants lack the sufficient nervous system structure to de-
velop complex behaviours typically attributed to, for example, mammals and
some species of birds.

Nevertheless, the colony manifests complex and structured collective be-
haviours that allow ants to brilliantly accomplish tasks essential for the colony’s
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survival and the species’ as well. These tasks often exceed the capabilities of an
individual ant and likely surpass the mere sum of the colony’s abilities. Among
them are brood sorting, cooperative transport, division of labour, nest building
(sewing leaves together), fungus farming, and aphid husbandry.3

In this article, we focus on one collective behaviour typical to a large part
of the Formicidae: solving the problem of finding the shortest path to a food
source, thereby foraging efficiently for the nest.

Their ability to coordinate through indirect communication mediated by
modifications to their surroundings enables ants to excel in this task (and in
others mentioned previously). In biology [22,46,21], and more recently in com-
puter science [14,48,8,47,34], this method is referred to as stigmergy [27,28,4].

Biologists have demonstrated that ants, like other eusocial insects, achieve
the levels of self-organisation necessary for these and other remarkable feats
solely through stigmergy.

For ants, communication between individuals and their understanding of the
environment occurs through releasing pheromones. For our purposes, the rel-
evant pheromone is the so-called trail pheromone, which some species, such as
Iridomyrmex humilis, use to mark paths on the ground during foraging. By chem-
ically sensing these pheromone trails, foragers can follow the path other ants (the
scouts) laid down to the food source. By detecting the pheromone left by the
latter, they probabilistically choose paths marked by higher concentrations of
the pheromone [2,13,43,5,3].

Double bridge experiment. Biologists have observed this pheromone-trail-
and-following behaviour not only in nature but also in controlled experiments.

Here, we are interested in the classic double bridge experiment [21,12].
A double bridge connects a nest N of Iridomyrmex humilis to a sugary food

source F . Biologists experiment by varying the ratio r = l
s

between the lengths
of the two branches of the double bridge, where l is the length of the longer
branch and s that of the shorter branch.

When r = 1, the ants can move between N and F . Although choices are
initially random, all ants use the same branch over time. This phenomenon
occurs because, at time t0, there is no pheromone on the branches, so the ants
cannot prefer one branch over the other: only due to random fluctuations a small
number of ants will choose one branch over the other. Given their instinct to
deposit trail pheromones as they travel, this random imbalance results in more
pheromones on the branch favoured by chance. This increase, in turn, stimulates
other ants to choose that branch again, and so on, until the foragers converge on
a single path. In literature, this phenomenon is referred to as positive feedback

(among computer scientists) or auto-catalysis (among biologists).
When r = 2, however, most trials show that after some time, all the ants

start using only the short branch. In this scenario, at time t0, the ants continue

3 Different ant species undertake these tasks; not all species perform all these activ-
ities. We collected this information from the classic and thought-provoking mono-
graph [29], to which we refer for further myrmecological details.
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to choose randomly between the two branches, but since one is half the length of
the other, the ants that choose it reach the food first and return more quickly to
the nest. Thus, when they again face the choice between the two branches during
foraging, the higher level of pheromone biases their choice towards the shorter
branch, where even more pheromone accumulates more quickly until all the ants
converge on this shortcut thanks to the auto-catalysis mechanism discussed in
the previous scenario. In this case, however, the initial random fluctuation plays
no role in the experiment’s outcome.4

Our contribution. In this paper, we model a discrete, abstract, and idealised
version of the second scenario in the double bridge experiment previously dis-
cussed. Our model is illustrated in the Figure 1.

4

1

0

2 3

Fig. 1. The discrete model for the idealised version of the double bridge experiment

The environment is represented by a simple graph shaped like a regular
pentagon, with the node labelled 0 as the nest and the node labelled 4 as the
food source. We assume that ants move discretely between adjacent nodes in unit
steps, such that the ratio r between the path 0–1–4 and 0–2–3–4 is 2, mirroring
the laboratory experiment.

We model this idealised system using higher-order logic and implement the
modelling, simulation, and verification of the colony’s dynamics within the proof
assistant HOL Light [24,23,25].

Ours is a new and principled approach, applied here for the first time to this
well-known case study in biological, computer science, and engineering literature,
aiming for the most rigorous verification of the model’s fundamental properties.
It suggests using proof assistants as a unified environment for the formalisation

4 It is noteworthy that if the colony, which has converged on the shorter branch, is
provided with an additional, quicker shortcut between N and F , the new path is
only occasionally chosen, and the ants remain on the previously discovered, now
sub-optimal, path. Biology explains this phenomenon in terms of pheromone evapo-
ration rates, which are too slow on the path selected through auto-catalysis to allow
subsequent exploration of alternatives.
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and verification of behaviours in this and other complex adaptive systems and
for conducting functional simulations of their dynamics.

The methodology we propose here intends to supplement the rigorous en-
gineering of complex (adaptive) systems with the exactitude, reliability, and
expressiveness of mathematical logic (more precisely, type theory), which under-
pins the main proof assistants currently used in academic and industrial settings
for software and hardware verification [26,15,1].

Our approach is based on the principle of compositionality, which has become
prominent in various disciplines dealing with complex adaptive systems, includ-
ing ecology and economics. At the same time, we have endeavoured to maintain
the bottom-up methodology initiated by [7,8,9,10,11], focusing on modelling the
logic/behaviour/actions of individual components of the system. We then de-
scribe the essential collective dynamics based on these individual elements, ex-
plore the emergence of more complex behaviours through recursive functional
simulation of these basic dynamics, and verify the expected collective behaviour
– i.e., shortest path finding – in colonies of any size under reasonable precondi-
tions.

Unlike the existing literature we know, our verification of this specific form
of colony self-organisation is presented as formal proof of a precise mathemat-
ical theorem. This theorem demonstrates the emergence and stability of this
behaviour for any ant colony in the idealised environment described, regardless
of the number of agents involved, despite having been described in terms of the
individual dynamics of those agents.

Source code. Each source code snippet in this paper includes a link – marked by
the word ‘sources’ on the right – to a copy of the code stored in our GitHub repository.5

In the main body of the paper, we present several code fragments to illustrate
our development and provide additional documentation for readers interested in
technical details. We have partially edited the code to enhance the readability
of mathematical formulas. For instance, we have replaced HOL Light’s purely
ASCII notations with conventional graphical notation. We report HOL terms
and types enclosed in backquotes, as in ‘1+1‘ and ‘:bool‘. Furthermore, we
report theorems with their associated name (the name of its associated OCaml
constant), and we write their statement prefixed with the turnstile symbol (⊢).

In the expository style, we omit formal proofs, but the meaning of definitions,
lemmas, and theorems in natural language is clear.

Paper structure. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we intro-
duce the basic formalisations for the environment (i.e., five possible positions
in the discrete model of Figure 1) and for the individual ants (described as a
pair of attributes, for their position and direction during the foraging, resp.).
In Section 3, we develop our formal specifications for the system made of ants

5 This may be particularly useful for the reader who wishes to examine the raw code
and understand how it integrates into its original context.

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/tree/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487
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and the stigmergy, for the behaviour of each ant composing the colony, and for
the abstract dynamic of the colony itself in terms of its components. Next, in
Section 4, we explain how to explore the dynamics of a fixed-size colony by
implementing a simulation mechanism in HOL Light performing iterated conver-
sions of the terms representing single-step evolution and system configurations.
Finally, in Section 5, we formally prove the convergence of the foraging ants on
the shortest path under specific conditions, assessing the emergence of the ex-
pected collective behaviour of the colony. Section 6 provides concluding remarks
and discusses related work.

2 Basic formalisations

HOL Light is a proof assistant based on classical higher-order logic, crucial for
rigorous mathematical and computational reasoning. It uses polymorphic type
variables and treats equality as its only primitive notion. Its logical engine com-
prises term-conversions and inference rules, enhanced by an infinity axiom, func-
tion extensionality, and Hilbert’s choice operator.

Practically, HOL Light adopts a procedural approach to proof construction,
using tactics to break down goals into manageable subgoals. These steps are
refined into concise proof scripts through tacticals, allowing efficient and rigorous
machine verification.6

Terms in HOL Light denote values, functions, or predicates and are basic
ingredients to proof development. Function application and lambda abstraction
are common operations for constructing terms in this typed functional system.

Types classify terms, ensuring logical consistency in expressions. They define
the values a term can take and how functions can be applied, following rules
based on the system’s inference principles.7

2.1 Environment

For instance, to model the discrete environment we set the experiment on, we
introduce a type ‘:position‘, which is inhabited by the nodes of the pentagon
in Figure 1, denoted in the formal setting by P0, P1, P2, P3, P4.

On the contrary, we model the stigmergy of the environment using natural
numbers: the environmental information STI is given by a vector of three natural
numbers num^3, which represent the pheromone levels in each of the intermediate
nodes between the nest P0 and the food source P4.

6 For further information, refer to the official documentation [23,24].
7 These principles create conservative extensions of the fundamental system, defining

new entities by modelling them within the existing theory, ensuring new constants
(terms or types) are merely definitional extensions of the preexisting structures. For
more on this methodology, see [19,20].
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2.2 Ants

To model ants, we adopt the attribute-based approach proposed in [9,10], that
we rephrase in our specific formal setting.

Henceforth, an ant is determined by a pair (p, d) consisting of a position
‘p:position‘ (the node that the ant is currently occupying in the graph) and a
boolean d:bool (denoting the direction it is moving on the pentagon: from the
nest to the food source, or vice versa).

The type ‘:ant‘ abbreviates then the Cartesian product ‘ : position×bool‘
of the attributes qualifying an agent as an ant.

3 Specification

In this section, we present our mathematical description of the discrete model.
We will use either the declarative or the algorithmic style for the system speci-
fication, depending on which is more transparent and concise.

3.1 System description and pheromone release

Let us start by introducing the minimal system description that is given by a
new type ‘:system‘ consisting of an N-ary vector of ants (where ‘:N‘ is a type
parameter counting the number of ants inhabiting the colony) and a vector of
three natural numbers (for the stigmergy).

Next, we define the code computing the pheromone levels for each interme-
diate node in the graph. In mathematical terms, we write

s′(a, s)p = sp +

N∑

i=1

δpos(ai),PP(p)

where sp is the level of pheromones at the position p, pos(ai) is the position of
the ant ai and δx,y (the Kroneker symbol) is 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise.

In HOL Light, this is formally rendered as

NEW_STI_COMPONENT (source)

⊢ ∀p. 1 ≤ p ∧ p ≤ 3

=⇒ NEW_STI (System ant sti)$p =

sti$p +

nsum (1..dimindex(:N))

(i 7→ if FST(ant$i) = PP(p) then 1 else 0)

where ‘nsum s f‘ is the sum of all ‘f(i)‘ for all ‘i‘ in ‘s‘, ‘v$i‘ is the i-th
component of the vector ‘v‘, and ‘dimindex(:N)‘ is the cardnality of the type
‘:N‘.

This specification encodes the pheromone release by each ant in each of the
intermediate nodes (∀p. 1 ≤ p∧ p ≤ 3): in our idealised context, we thus assume

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L110-L115
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that the level is locally risen discretely, by adding one unit of pheromone for
each ant on the specific node.8

3.2 Behaviour of an ant

We can now write the formal specification describing the individual logic/be-
haviour/dynamics of each ant in the colony:

NEW_ANT (source)

⊢ NEW_ANT sti (pos,dir) =

(if pos = P1 then {((if dir then P4 else P0),dir)} else

if pos = P2 then {((if dir then P3 else P0),dir)} else

if pos = P3 then {((if dir then P4 else P2),dir)} else

if pos = P0

then {pos,T | sti$2 ≤ sti$1 ∧ pos = P1 ∨

sti$1 ≤ sti$2 ∧ pos = P2}

else {pos,F | sti$3 ≤ sti$1 ∧ pos = P1 ∨

sti$1 ≤ sti$3 ∧ pos = P3})

The listing states that an ant cannot change its direction halfway during
foraging (first three nested guards). However, when it is on the nest node or
has reached the food source node, it chooses the next position (for reaching the
food, or bringing it back to the nest, resp.) based on the levels of pheromone
on each potential next node (last two nested guards), opting for the one with
higher concentration.9 Notice that here we handle the non-deterministic choice
between the two potential next positions using set-theoretic constructions that
enable us to describe the general system dynamics and its alternative evolutions
in terms of this individual behaviour of the single ants.

3.3 Compositional dynamics

The specification of the evolution of the whole system according to the indi-
vidual dynamics specified by NEW_ANT is naturally stated: a colony evolves in
any possible system (i.e., any potential distribution of the ants inhabiting the
colony and correlated stigmergy) that complies with the individual specification
of the foraging ants. The corresponding code formally defines the set of systems
obtained after such an evolution:

NEW_SYSTEM (source)

⊢ NEW_SYSTEM sys =

{System ant’ (NEW_STI sys) | ant’ |

∀i. 1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ dimindex(:N)

=⇒ ant’$i ∈ NEW_ANT (STI sys) (ANT sys$i)}

8 The same assumption is made in [11, Listing 7], and a similar, though more refined,
one is in [10, Listing 4].

9 Contrary to [11], we do not consider a parametric difference in the pheromone con-
centrations of the potential destinations.

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L119-L128
https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L145C5-L149
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4 Simulation

We are now interested in simulating the previously defined dynamics and ex-
ploring the possibility of the emergence of the expected collective behaviour of
the system, namely the convergence of a given colony to the shortest path for
foraging.

We aim to perform such a simulation without recurring to external tools and
check whether it is possible to manage this task effectively in HOL Light.

First, we must translate the previous declarative specification (intuitive for
the human reader) into a completely algorithmic description. We do that semi-
automatically.

We start by proving some theorems that make the computational nature
of the previous general, intuitive and abstract definitions explicit. Then, we
combine the “semi-procedural” specifications, which are obtained via conversion
mechanisms that implement a definite call-by-value evaluation involving both
the logical constructions of the proof assistant and the specific results for our
scenario. The resulting code provides a system description that the logical engine
of HOL Light can manipulate (with different levels of automation) as a purely
functional expression.

4.1 Exploring the behaviour of a minimal colony

To make our simulation methodology more transparent, we show how to explore
in HOL Light the evolution of a minimal system consisting of two foraging ants
in the pentagon.

NEW_SYSTEM_2 (source)

⊢ NEW_SYSTEM (System (vector[pos1,dir1; pos2,dir2])

(vector[s1; s2; s3])) =

IMAGE (a 7→

System (vector a)

(vector[s1 + (if pos1 = P1 then 1 else 0) +

(if pos2 = P1 then 1 else 0);

s2 + (if pos1 = P2 then 1 else 0) +

(if pos2 = P2 then 1 else 0);

s3 + (if pos1 = P3 then 1 else 0) +

(if pos2 = P3 then 1 else 0)]))

(SETBIND

(l 7→

if pos1 = P1 then

{CONS ((if dir1 then P4 else P0),dir1) l}

else if pos1 = P2 then

{CONS ((if dir1 then P3 else P0),dir1) l}

else if pos1 = P3 then

{CONS ((if dir1 then P4 else P2),dir1) l} else

if pos1 = P0 then

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L259-L272
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(if s2 ≤ s1 then {CONS (P1,T) l} else ∅) ∪

(if s1 ≤ s2 then {CONS (P2,T) l} else ∅)

else

(if s3 ≤ s1 then {CONS (P1,F) l} else ∅) ∪

(if s1 ≤ s3 then {CONS (P3,F) l} else ∅))

(if pos2 = P1 then {[(if dir2 then P4 else P0),dir2]} else

if pos2 = P2 then {[(if dir2 then P3 else P0),dir2]} else

if pos2 = P3 then {[(if dir2 then P4 else P2),dir2]} else

if pos2 = P0

then (if s2 ≤ s1 then {[P1,T]} else ∅) ∪

(if s1 ≤ s2 then {[P2,T]} else ∅)

else (if s3 ≤ s1 then {[P1,F]} else ∅) ∪

(if s1 ≤ s3 then {[P3,F]} else ∅)))

In this code, we are “explaining” the operations that are performed by the
function NEW_SYSTEM transforming an input system into the collection of poten-
tial next configurations of it according to the individual dynamics of the two
ants in the colony.10

4.2 Simulation run

The lemma NEW_SYSTEM_2 provides the central equation for translating the intu-
itive specification of the two-ant colony dynamics, as embodied by the abstract
definition NEW_SYSTEM, into an algorithmic definition of the system update. By
running a recursive call of NUM_SYSTEM over an initial state of the colony, the
machine can evaluate the concrete values that describe the potential states of
the colony at a specific point in the dynamics by converting into NEW_SYSTEM_2

each occurrence of NEW_SYSTEM within the (intermediate terms specifying the)
colony evolution. Thus, the simulation output reduces to a (potentially large)
collection of results of if-then-else statements.

To show how the simulation is performed, we call 30 iterations of the update
function NEW_SYSTEM on an initial configuration where the stigmergy is null
overall, an ant is on P1 moving towards the food source, and the second one is
on P2, returning to the nest:

|- ITER 30 (SETBIND NEW_SYSTEM)

{System (vector[(P1,T); (P2,F)])

(vector[0; 0; 0])} =

{System (vector[P1,F; P1,T]) (vector[29; 1; 0]),

System (vector[P1,F; P0,F]) (vector[28; 2; 1]),

System (vector[P4,T; P0,F]) (vector[27; 3; 2]),

System (vector[P4,T; P1,F]) (vector[25; 4; 3]),

10 In a sense, we are revealing the operational nature of the intensional and concep-
tual definition of the system dynamics given in Section 3.3, bridging our intuitive
description, formally rendered by NEW_SYSTEM, and the effective procedure that we
expect the machine has to perform to simulate that description.
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System (vector[P1,T; P1,F]) (vector[23; 5; 4]),

System (vector[P1,T; P4,T]) (vector[22; 6; 5]),

System (vector[P0,F; P4,T]) (vector[21; 7; 6]),

System (vector[P0,F; P1,T]) (vector[19; 8; 7]),

System (vector[P1,F; P1,T]) (vector[17; 9; 8]),

System (vector[P1,F; P0,F]) (vector[16; 10; 9]),

System (vector[P4,T; P0,F]) (vector[15; 11; 10]),

System (vector[P4,T; P1,F]) (vector[13; 12; 11]),

System (vector[P3,T; P1,F]) (vector[12; 13; 11])}‘

The right-hand side of the equation represents the collection of possible sys-
tem configurations after 30 steps of evolution. This equality is formally proven

in approximately 7 seconds of automated computation in HOL Light, running on
a mid-level personal computer, without needing external resources.

5 Logical verification

This section discloses the most relevant potential of our methodology for the
rigorous engineering of adaptive systems based on proof assistants.

In the following pages, we show that we can prove formally that the foraging
ants converge to the shortest path between the nest and the food source indepen-

dently of the colony size whenever a reasonable precondition is met. This way,
verifying the emergence of the expected collective behaviour reduces to check-
ing that its preconditions – as identified by our theorems and less demanding
from the perspective of reachability analysis – are met by the system under
consideration.

5.1 Minimal invariant: stigmergy preservation

Given an ant system of any size, let us consider the following property: the
pheromone concentration of the top node 1 of the pentagon is higher than the
pheromone levels of the remaining intermediate nodes 2 and 3. We name it
‘stigmergy imbalance property’ and define it formally as

INVARIANT_STI (source)

⊢ ∀sti. INVARIANT_STI sti ⇔ sti$1 > MAX (sti$2) (sti$3)

Next, we consider a sort of “2-step conservation principle” for that property,
namely that if the stigmergy of a given system satisfies INVARIANT_STI, then
the stigmergy of any system evolving out of it still satisfies that property, and
so does any system evolving out of the latter. Formally, we write

INVARIANT (source)

⊢ ∀sys. INVARIANT sys ⇔

∀s t. s ∈ NEW_SYSTEM sys ∧

t ∈ NEW_SYSTEM s

=⇒ INVARIANT_STI (STI sys) ∧

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L430-L431
https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L433-L434
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INVARIANT_STI (STI s) ∧

INVARIANT_STI (STI t)

Then, we can prove the following theorem:

The higher pheromone concentration on the shortest path is preserved
by the evolution of any system of foraging ants satisfying the 2-step
conservation principle for stigmergy.

The formal statement for that theorem in HOL Light is

INVARIANT_THM (source)

⊢ ∀sys sys’. INVARIANT sys ∧

sys’ ∈ NEW_SYSTEM sys

=⇒ INVARIANT sys’

5.2 Collective convergence

We are finally ready to prove that the foraging ants find the shortest path be-
tween the nest and the food source, two evolution steps after the stigmergy
imbalance property is met.

The convergence on the shortest path is formally rendered as

INVARIANT_ANT (source)

⊢ ∀ant. INVARIANT_ANT ant ⇔

(!i. 1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ dimindex(:N) =⇒ FST (ant$i) ∈ {P0, P1, P4})

Henceforth, the main theorem states the following:

The convergence of the ants on the shortest foraging path emerges after
two evolution steps from any foraging ant system satisfying the stigmergy
imbalance and evolving in one step only into systems that preserve that
property.

The formal counterpart in HOL Light is given by

INVARIANT_ANT_THM (source)

⊢ ∀sys sys’ sys’’.

sys’ ∈ NEW_SYSTEM sys ∧

sys’’ ∈ NEW_SYSTEM sys’ ∧

INVARIANT_STI (STI sys) ∧

INVARIANT_STI (STI sys’)

=⇒ INVARIANT_ANT (ANT sys’’)

whose formal proof is tweaked from that for the stigmergy invariant theorem.

https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L491-L554
https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L556-L558
https://github.com/logicosimo/HOL-Ants/blob/defe3c3416bcbc85ad0a14c6d6e1fa66fafa1487/ant.ml#L560-L585
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6 Conclusions and related work

The ability of foraging ants to find the shortest path between a food source and
the nest is a simple example of bio-inspired problem-solving. It has incepted new
optimisation methods and (meta-)heuristic design [14,47]. It also provides a case
of adaptive self-organisation typical of complex natural systems that we have
observed long before the advent of that field of study [10,30,31,2,48].

In this paper, we have modelled, simulated, and verified the emergence of
this collective behaviour in colonies of arbitrary size within a discrete, abstract,
and idealised environment, using the proof assistant HOL Light [25].

Using this specific case study, we have introduced a new framework for for-
malising and analysing complex adaptive systems centred on modern proof as-
sistants’ capabilities. Based on the linguistic expressiveness and deductive ro-
bustness of type theory, these tools can be used uniformly and effectively in this
research area.

In our work, we followed a principle of compositionality inspired by the recent
papers [7,8,9,10,11], adapting their methodology to the formal tools we have
chosen to use for similar purpose.

As mentioned, our analysis of pathfinding ants has been conceived as an ini-
tial experiment in the logical verification of complex adaptive systems. We pro-
pose that our approach to modelling, simulating, and verifying complex adaptive
systems through the rigorous tools of mathematical logic and proof assistants
is, in principle, feasible. There is, of course, ample scope for further work and
refinement of these initial results, which we plan to pursue in at least two direc-
tions:

◦ On the methodological side, we plan to better integrate the compositional-
ity of our modelling with the more rigorous bottom-up approach embodied
in [7,8,9,10,11]. This involves first developing a precise and sophisticated for-
malisation in HOL Light of the decentralised data structure corresponding
to the virtual stigmergy of [8], along with a detailed library of mathematical
results to be used for handling stigmergy at the automated and interactive
level within our framework.

◦ On the technical and programming side, it is possible to enhance the perfor-
mance of the conversion function used to simulate the long-term dynamics of
colonies of fixed size. This improvement can be achieved within the proof as-
sistant itself. However, we also find it interesting to experiment with a poten-
tial interface with SMT-based theorem provers, such as Z3 [35].This interface
could distribute the workflow between a formal platform more oriented to-
wards exploration and simulation (i.e., the automated theorem prover) and
one dedicated to the mathematically rigorous verification of the expected
properties of such simulations (i.e., the proof assistant). Such a division of
labour within a uniform logical verification philosophy would facilitate ex-
tending these initial results to more complex and realistic phenomena of
spontaneous self-organisation in other natural and artificial scenarios.
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Related work. The idealised and discrete version of the original double bridge
experiment we considered in this paper is derived from the paper [11], where they
analyse this simple scenario as one of many examples of applying a bottom-
up methodology for the specification, simulation, and verification of complex
adaptive systems (CASs). This methodology is implemented through a high-
level formal language (LAbS) for specifications, accompanied by a tool (SLiVER)
for the automatic translation of these specifications into sequential imperative
programs, which can then be subjected to advanced techniques of reachability
analysis and (bounded) model checking [8,11]. Their approach seeks to harness
the advantages offered by the inherent compositional nature of process algebras
for providing an intuitive and high-level set of primitives and constructs for
specifying collective systems, keeping the rigour of formal validations for the
system dynamics.

Our modelling style is inspired by their bottom-up methodology, which we
aim to translate into our working environment fully, incorporating the refine-
ments mentioned earlier to handle better the distributed nature of their virtual
stigmergy within HOL Light. We do not rule out replicating in our framework
the transition from their discrete model in [11] to the more general and realistic
one in their subsequent [10], where the foraging environment is represented by
a grid delimiting a two-dimensional tape.

However, our analysis technique eschews the ingenious sequential emulation
of specifications proposed in these works, instead verifying emergent behaviours
through the formal interactive proof of mathematical theorems rather than au-
tomated reachability analysis and model checking.

The scenario of bumping ants on a bar studied in [16] in terms of causal
chains and later reproduced in [11] within the “LAbS+SLiVER” paradigm, can
be easily formalised within our framework. We consider the rigorous analysis of
this scenario, particularly the precise deduction of the collision order among the
ants as a meta-property of the system’s dynamics, to be the next benchmark
for our approach to studying CASs with a proof assistant. Once the previously
mentioned extensions and refinements are made, it seems natural to compare
our methodology with other works on similar systems, starting with the revised
version [17] of the techniques (based on Symbolic Petri nets) used in [16] for the
bumping ants on a bar.

Among further related works, it is worth noting that the literature abounds
of agent-based mathematical models for foraging, as in [44,31]; works based on
process-algebras techniques include [42,40] (using WSCSS [41]) and [33] (us-
ing Bio-PEPA [6]). At the same time, for simulation, we recall [36] (based on
the programming language MASON [32]) and, in particular, [38] as an exam-
ple of the noteworthy capabilities of LOGO and its derivatives, StarLogo and
NetLogo [18,39,37,45], for system biology, simulation of self-organising natural
systems, and scientific education of the child as well.
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